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Presented by Chih-Ing Lim and Ann Sam 
 
What is Your Positionality  
https://engineerinclusion.com/what-is-positionality/  

 

What is STEM? 
What is STEM? 

https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/what-is-stem  

DEFINITION: STEM is an acronym created by the National Science Foundation for 

science, technology (computational thinking), engineering, and mathematics. In early 

childhood, STEM can be taught alone or integrated intentionally in groups of two or 

three, or with the arts, language, literacy, and social-emotional learning throughout a 

child’s typical routines and daily activities. 

Why is STEM critical for all young children with and without disabilities? 

This documentary premiered at STEMIEFest 2020 features practitioners, families of 

children with disabilities, and people with disabilities discussing why STEM is important 

for children with disabilities and giving examples of how children with disabilities CAN 

engage and excel in STEM. https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemiefest/stem-starts-now  

5 things to know about STEM learning: https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/node/2  

STEM Starts Early - Report: https://joanganzcooneycenter.org/publication/stem-starts-early/ 
 

Early STEM Matters - Report: https://ecstem.uchicago.edu/ 

 

https://engineerinclusion.com/what-is-positionality/
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/what-is-stem
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemiefest/stem-starts-now
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/node/2
https://joanganzcooneycenter.org/publication/stem-starts-early/
https://ecstem.uchicago.edu/


 

Frameworks and Tools 
Learning trajectories 

Learning Trajectories are a unique way to understand how much your child knows about 

STEM concepts. With that foundation, families and early childhood practitioners are 

then able to implement strategic language and activities into a child’s playtime that 

enable them to progress towards a series of goals that help them grow in their STEM 

learning. This page brings you to the math learning trajectories, a blog post on LTs, and 

a microlesson: https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/our-work/learning-trajectories  

You may also use this archived presentation by Drs. Doug Clements and Julie Sarama 

about learning trajectories and why it is a relevant and critical approach for teaching and 

learning for each and every child: https://youtu.be/3Q4gdqMobv8  

 

Inclusion Framework 

We can use adaptations and teaching practices to ensure young children with 

disabilities can fully participate and engage in STEM (science, technology, engineering, 

and math) learning opportunities and experiences. Learn more about the inclusion 

framework as well as get access to the guides to adaptations and teaching practices 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/our-work/inclusion-stem  

 

This video provides information on why STEM is for all young children with and without 

disabilities and introduces STEMIE’s inclusion framework: https://youtu.be/SJpSfc-

a9UM 

 

  

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/our-work/learning-trajectories
https://youtu.be/3Q4gdqMobv8
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/our-work/inclusion-stem
https://youtu.be/SJpSfc-a9UM
https://youtu.be/SJpSfc-a9UM


 

Examples of Course Assignments/Activities 
 

Child Development 
Topic Description of Assignment/Activity Notes for Instructor 

Design an 
activity for 
infants and 
toddlers to 
engage in 
STEM learning. 

Review the Guide to Noticing STEM Learning: 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-noticing-stem-
learning and Adaptations to Everyday Routines 
and Activities Make STEM Happen for Infants and 
Toddlers https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemie-pd-
series-adaptations-everyday-routines-and-activities-
make-stem-happen-infants-and-toddlers to help 
students see what STEM learning might look like for 
infants and toddlers and how making simple 
adaptations to everyday routines and activities 
enables basic STEM concepts to be embedded into 
infants/toddlers’ day. The additional resources may 
support their activity planning. Encourage students to 
think about STEM learning activities they might be 
able to use in their classrooms. 

 

Use this information to develop a plan to engage 
infants and toddlers in STEM learning. This can be 
done for a group of infants and toddlers in center-

Additional resources may include having students review: 
 
The following blog posts: 
Cause and Effect Through the Lens of Children 0-2 
with Disabilities 
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/cause-and-effect-through-
the-lens-of-children-0-2-with-disabiliti?context=category-
Practice  
 
Enhance STEM Learning and Participation for Young 
Children with Disabilities: Common Q&A for families 
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/enhance-stem-learning-
and-participation-for-young-children-with-
d?context=category-Practice  
 
These are some additional resources that may be helpful 
for students to have while they are working on the 
assignment: 
 
A Guide to adaptations and teaching practices: 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-adaptations  
 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-noticing-stem-learning
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-noticing-stem-learning
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemie-pd-series-adaptations-everyday-routines-and-activities-make-stem-happen-infants-and-toddlers
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemie-pd-series-adaptations-everyday-routines-and-activities-make-stem-happen-infants-and-toddlers
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemie-pd-series-adaptations-everyday-routines-and-activities-make-stem-happen-infants-and-toddlers
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/cause-and-effect-through-the-lens-of-children-0-2-with-disabiliti?context=category-Practice
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/cause-and-effect-through-the-lens-of-children-0-2-with-disabiliti?context=category-Practice
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/cause-and-effect-through-the-lens-of-children-0-2-with-disabiliti?context=category-Practice
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/enhance-stem-learning-and-participation-for-young-children-with-d?context=category-Practice
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/enhance-stem-learning-and-participation-for-young-children-with-d?context=category-Practice
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/enhance-stem-learning-and-participation-for-young-children-with-d?context=category-Practice
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-adaptations


 

Topic Description of Assignment/Activity Notes for Instructor 

based care or as part of an early intervention visit with 
a toddler and their caregiver.  

For center-based learning activities, consider: 

• Materials needed 

• Adaptations so that all children can access and 
learn during the activities 

• Specific STEM vocabulary to use 

• Specific STEM activities to engage children 

• Transition plans and timeframes  

For early intervention sessions consider: 

• Materials within the home to use 

• Adaptations so that child can access and learn 

• Strategies for coaching caregivers 

• Specific STEM vocabulary to use 

• Specific STEM activities to engage child  

Students will submit their activity plan on a single 
page in the format of their choice. They will describe 
the center-based activity OR the home-based visit 
and include how the activity may be individualized for 
children with multiple needs.  

A guide to open-ended questions: 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-asking-open-ended-
questions  
 
Discovery play activities: 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/discovery-play-activities  
 
Tummy time activities: 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/sites/stemie.fpg.unc.edu/files/Tummy%20T
ime%20Explorations%20for%20Infants.pdf 
 

Mealtime exploration for toddlers 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/mealtime-explorations-young-toddlers 

 
Mealtime exploration for infants 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/mealtime-explorations-infants 

 

 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-asking-open-ended-questions
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-asking-open-ended-questions
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/discovery-play-activities
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/sites/stemie.fpg.unc.edu/files/Tummy%20Time%20Explorations%20for%20Infants.pdf
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/sites/stemie.fpg.unc.edu/files/Tummy%20Time%20Explorations%20for%20Infants.pdf
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/mealtime-explorations-young-toddlers
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/mealtime-explorations-infants


 

Family Engagement  

Topic Description of Assignment/Activity Notes for Instructor 

Common 
misconceptions in 
STEM learning  
 

Read the statement and answer with true or false 

• Only formal education, such as in a school 
classroom, is a real education. 

o FACT: Meaningful learning can happen 
outside the classroom setting, such as at 
home and in the community (e.g., 
museums, grocery store, outdoors).  

• STEM learning is expensive.  
o FACT: STEM learning opportunities and 

experiences are everywhere, and most 
often are completely free of charge.  

 
Then, ask what other misconceptions have you heard? 

 Check students’ understanding at the beginning 
of the class by asking a true/false question:  

• Only formal education, such as in a school 
classroom, is a real education  

• STEM learning is expensive 
Encourage students to respond using interactive 
methods, such as poll, thumb up/down.  
Encourage students to read STEMIE’s guide to 
addressing STM myths  
 
You may also pick other STEM myths from 

STEMIE’s guide to addressing STEM myths: 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-addressing-

stem-myths 

 to create trivia. 

STEM learning in 
daily routines   

Review STEMIE’s Guide to teaching practices 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-teaching-practices and 

STEMIE’s guide to adaptations: 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-adaptations and watch 

the video https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/video-demo-daily-

routines-mealtime 

Part 1: In class - Watch the video and ask students  

• What STEM concept is the child learning? 

• What do you see the child doing? 

You may assign the following blog posts as 
reading: 
Fostering young children’s mathematics skills at 
home 
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/fostering-young-
children-s-mathematics-skills-at-home  
 
Supporting young children’s science learning at 
home 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-addressing-stem-myths
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-addressing-stem-myths
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-teaching-practices
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-adaptations
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/video-demo-daily-routines-mealtime
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/video-demo-daily-routines-mealtime
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/fostering-young-children-s-mathematics-skills-at-home
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/fostering-young-children-s-mathematics-skills-at-home


 

• What strategies do you see the mom using? 

• How was the mom providing an opportunity for 
STEM learning?  

 

Part 2: As part of student’s assignment, create a family 
note to encourage and support families in extending 
learning to the home based on the following scenario: 
 

Ms. Rondell’s preschool class has been engaged in 
exploring force and motion with ramps and a variety of 
objects including balls and blocks. Some vocabulary that 
has been introduced included words related to speed 
(e.g., fast, slow), or attributes of objects (heavy, light, 
round, flat), and action (e.g., push, pull) and the level of 
force (e.g., hard, gentle). Ms. Rondell would like to 
provide 3 different ideas, each with 1-2 examples of 
open-ended questions that families could try at home or 
in the community with their children.  

https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/supporting-young-
children-s-science-learning-at-home  
 
Additional videos that can be used for discussion 
that shows STEM learning in daily routines and 
activities: 
Ice cream sundae preparation and sequencing: 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemie-video-
demonstration-daily-routines-ice-cream-sundae-
preparation  
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemie-video-
demonstration-daily-routines-sequencing-sundae-
toppings  

Identify STEM 
interests and 
opportunities  

Part 1: Review STEMIE’s guide to noticing STEM 
learning https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-noticing-stem-
learning and watch the video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slvHrWMcPPk&t=1s  
 
After watching the video, ask students:  

• What are their interests? 

• How do you know that? 

• What are some potential STEM learning 
opportunities?  

 

Additional resources you may use: 
• Watch the archived presentation of Drs Doug 

Clements and Julie Sarama talk about starting 
with children’s thinking and interest (free 
registration to access – starts from 17:00 
minutes in) 

https://events.hubilo.com/stemiefest-
2021/session/96115 
(note: this archived recording and more will be 
available on STEMIE website by Dec 8, 2022)  

https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/supporting-young-children-s-science-learning-at-home
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/supporting-young-children-s-science-learning-at-home
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemie-video-demonstration-daily-routines-ice-cream-sundae-preparation
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemie-video-demonstration-daily-routines-ice-cream-sundae-preparation
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemie-video-demonstration-daily-routines-ice-cream-sundae-preparation
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemie-video-demonstration-daily-routines-sequencing-sundae-toppings
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemie-video-demonstration-daily-routines-sequencing-sundae-toppings
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemie-video-demonstration-daily-routines-sequencing-sundae-toppings
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-noticing-stem-learning
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-noticing-stem-learning
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slvHrWMcPPk&t=1s
https://events.hubilo.com/stemiefest-2021/session/96115
https://events.hubilo.com/stemiefest-2021/session/96115


 

Part 2: As part of student’s assignment, use the 
following persona: 
 

 
Kingston is a 22-month old boy who lives with his mom, 
dad, and older sister. His older sister is deaf due to a 
hereditary condition and has cochlear implants. She is 
able to access sound and has developed verbal 
communication. Kingston’s parents had him tested 
before he was born and he does not have the same 
condition. As a result, his parents have been relatively 
unconcerned with his development throughout his 
infancy. He is a very happy toddler and was a pleasant 
infant. He enjoys playing with other children and easily 
enters into play situations, even with older children. 
When his sister is having play dates, Kingston is usually 
found with them, wearing a tutu and holding a Barbie.  

Kingston loves trucks, trains, and buses. He likes to take 
all of his vehicles and line them up and push them to 

• STEMIE resources for families: 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/family-
resources 

  

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/family-resources
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/family-resources


 

drive. He often makes the “brrrr” sound while playing 
and he likes to watch the wheels turn. He finds books 
with vehicles and asks adults to read by grabbing the 
adult’s hand and pulling him or her down to the floor with 
him. He points to each vehicle and whines until the 
reader says the name of the vehicle.  

Two months ago, Kingston’s mother and father started 
to notice that he didn’t say many words compared to 
other children his age. In fact, Kingston was saying less 
words than his older sister was saying at this age and 
she was deaf! Kingston is still very communicative, but 
he doesn’t say very much. He uses gestures, 
vocalizations (uh, uh, uh, etc.), and relies on his older 
sister to communicate for him. This has been working 
given his easy-going nature. However, the past few 
weeks at the childcare Kingston attends each day, there 
have been reports of him getting aggressively physical 
with other children.  

Kingston’s mother talked to his childcare teacher about 
Kingston’s speech. The teacher agreed that Kingston 
had a limited vocabulary and was not able to 
communicate effectively. She also noted that Kingston 
would learn a word but then not use it again.  

Consider:  



 

• What are ways that you could engage and 
collaborate with Kingston’s family and childcare 
teacher in thinking about next steps?  

• Based on what you know about what Kingston is 
interested in, how might you structure your 
interactions with him in home and childcare 
settings to take advantage of his interests and to 
use STEM as a vehicle for his development?  

Part 3 (Finale): Watch Kingston and his mom in this 
video and discuss the strategies mom used to cultivate 
his learning and communication skills: 
https://videohall.com/p/2362  
 

 

 

Language and Literacy 

 

Topic Description of Assignment/Activity Notes for Instructor 

Choose a 
STEM book 
(Adapted 
from Script 
NC, 2020) 
 

Ask students to discuss the following questions and take 
turns sharing their idea.  

• Do you have a favorite children’s book that is STEM 
related? 

• Why is it a favorite? 

Use STEMIE curated STEM book list 
(https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/storybook-conversations-
curated-book-lists) as an example. 
Divide students into small groups and discuss the 
following questions:  

https://videohall.com/p/2362
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/storybook-conversations-curated-book-lists
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/storybook-conversations-curated-book-lists


 

Topic Description of Assignment/Activity Notes for Instructor 

 • What STEM topics/concepts are included in the 
book? Encourage students to listen to each other, 
and further discuss or expand on the ideas. 

Use the checklist below (see Page 16) and ask students to 
review the books and ask them if they would recommend 
the book. Why or why not?  

 

• Do you have a favorite children’s book that is 
STEM related? 

• Why is it a favorite? 

• Would you recommend this book?  
Why or why not?  

• What STEM topics/concepts are included in the 
book?  

Plan 
dialogic 
reading 
using 
STEM-
related 
storybooks 
and 
personas 
(Adapted 

Read the information about Joseph and Winston and 
identify a book from STEMIE curated STEM book list 
(https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/storybook-conversations-
curated-book-lists) that matches child’s developmental level 
and interests and discuss What STEM topics/concepts are 
included in the book? 
Use the Connect CROWD strategy planning sheet to plan 

dialogic reading strategies.  

Note: You may be already teaching about dialogic 
reading, so this could be an activity that comes after the 
students have learned about the practice. If you are 
interested, use CONNECT Module 6 (see link above to 
provide the knowledge acquisition for learners) 
 
Assign the following blog post: 
Reading beyond the book: Incorporating dialogic reading 
strategies 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/storybook-conversations-curated-book-lists
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/storybook-conversations-curated-book-lists
https://connectmodules.dec-sped.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/DECHandout-6-3.pdf


 

Topic Description of Assignment/Activity Notes for Instructor 

from Script 
NC, 2020) 

Record yourself practicing CROWD strategy using the 

chosen books and upload the video to FlipGrid.  

Joseph 

Not Joe, Joseph, he will tell you, as he is the third Joseph in 
his family, and using his full name is a tradition. With a 
younger sister coming behind him, he is continuing a family 
tradition of learning and education. Joseph’s mother and 
father both completed advanced degrees and are eager to 
understand how they can support him in achieving his full 
potential.   
   
Joseph’s family can trace their roots in North Carolina back 
several generations to the era of slavery. They take pride in 
sharing the stories of both their roots and their aspirations. 
In fact, carrying the stories of the past forward is a 
commitment Joseph’s family shares both at home and in 
their place of worship.  
   
In his Kindergarten classroom, Joseph is quick to raise his 
hand when he knows the answer. He is fascinated with any 
aspect of science – animals, planets, dinosaurs, etc. But 
reading is not Joseph’s favorite thing. When it’s time to 
focus on reading, Joseph tunes out. When his family has 
asked him about this, his response has been that reading is 
“boring” and doesn’t relate to him. Joseph’s teacher is very 
concerned about his lack of interest in the reading 
curriculum.  

https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/reading-beyond-the-book-
incorporating-dialogic-reading-
strategies?context=category-Storybook+Conversation  
 
You may use STEMIE’s storybook conversation series 
(https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/resources?f%5B0%5D=field_ 
resources_for_families%3A100) as examples 
 
Divide students into small groups. Use Jamboard, 

Padlet, or Google doc to write down their discussion. 

• Use STEMIE curated STEM book list to select 

storybooks match child’s developmental level and 

interests and list STEM concepts 

• Plan dialogical reading strategies using Connect 

CROW strategy planning sheet 

Ask students to create a presentation using FlipGrid 

https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/reading-beyond-the-book-incorporating-dialogic-reading-strategies?context=category-Storybook+Conversation
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/reading-beyond-the-book-incorporating-dialogic-reading-strategies?context=category-Storybook+Conversation
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/reading-beyond-the-book-incorporating-dialogic-reading-strategies?context=category-Storybook+Conversation
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/resources?f%5B0%5D=field_resources_for_families%3A100
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/resources?f%5B0%5D=field_resources_for_families%3A100


 

Topic Description of Assignment/Activity Notes for Instructor 

  
Winston is a three year old oftentimes referred to as “Sir”. 
He lives with his parents who are of Native American and 
African American descent. He is an only child in the 
household. The family dynamics are richly based in culture 
consistent to morals and being authentic.   
Winston’s obsession with dinosaurs has evolved over the 
past two years. He is very strong in learning about 
dinosaurs and incorporating “his favorite” T-Rex in his 
learning and social environment. He loves to share his 
adventures with family and friends through literacy and 
play. Another strong emphasis Winston has is science.  
His mother is a strong advocate for literacy by which books 
are read to him daily. Winston has evolved in his reading by 
identifying objects, some words, and talking about the 
images he sees in the books. The concern his parents have 
is finding images in books that look like him.  
Winston’s parents are concerned that he does not speak as 
clearly about other concepts outside of dinosaurs and 
nature. He is ready to learn new concepts introduced to him 
formally or informally. He is well versed in the alphabets, 
numbers to twenty, colors, shapes, opposites and some 
aspects of the earth such as differences in night and day, 
cold and hot.   
 



 

Topic Description of Assignment/Activity Notes for Instructor 

Consider also how important it is to positively affirm both 

children in their STEM identity by learning more from this 

blog post written by Winston’s mom: 

https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/positive-affirmations-in-stem  

STEM talk 
and 
adaptations  
 
 

Review STEMIE’s guide to asking open-ended questions 
and adaptations.  

• Watch the video and share additional questions you 
might ask to initiate STEM talk with children on 
Padlet.  

o Consider questions related to help support 
children in observing, making predictions, 
discussing, exploring and experimenting. 

 
Review STEMIE’s guide to adaptations.  
Watch the video and share additional adaptations you 

might use to increase children’s STEM learning 
opportunities 

a. Consider adaptations to environment, materials, 
instruction 

 
After watching the video, ask students:  

What are additional questions you might ask to 
initiate STEM talk with children and support 
their thinking?  

What are additional adaptations you might use 
to increase children’s STEM learning 
opportunities? 

Review the Rosie’s Walk tipsheet developed by STEMIE 
and watch the video 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stem-video-demonstration-
storybook-conversation-rosies-walk  
and the following blog posts:  
Ideas to introduce a STEM storybook to children with 
visual impairment 
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/ideas-to-introduce-a-
stem-storybook-to-children-with-visual-
impai?context=category-Storybook+Conversation  
 
Adaptations for engaging children with disabilities in 
STEM story 
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/adaptations-for-engaging-
children-with-disabilities-in-stem-
story?context=category-Storybook+Conversation  
 
  

https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/positive-affirmations-in-stem
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-asking-open-ended-questions
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-adaptations
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-adaptations
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stem-video-demonstration-storybook-conversation-rosies-walk
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stem-video-demonstration-storybook-conversation-rosies-walk
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/ideas-to-introduce-a-stem-storybook-to-children-with-visual-impai?context=category-Storybook+Conversation
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/ideas-to-introduce-a-stem-storybook-to-children-with-visual-impai?context=category-Storybook+Conversation
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/ideas-to-introduce-a-stem-storybook-to-children-with-visual-impai?context=category-Storybook+Conversation
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/adaptations-for-engaging-children-with-disabilities-in-stem-story?context=category-Storybook+Conversation
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/adaptations-for-engaging-children-with-disabilities-in-stem-story?context=category-Storybook+Conversation
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/adaptations-for-engaging-children-with-disabilities-in-stem-story?context=category-Storybook+Conversation


 

Topic Description of Assignment/Activity Notes for Instructor 

Ask students to use Jamboard, Padlet, or Google Docs to 
write down their response 
 

Everyday 
STEM talk 

Review the Everyday STEM talk document and use the 
examples to describe how STEM talk could look like within 
everyday routines and activities  
 
After reviewing the examples, ask students to provide 
additional prompts, questions or STEM talk for the following 
scenarios: 

• At bathtime 

• While at the grocery store 

• While going for a walk 

• Changing diapers 

• At mealtime 
 Ask students to use Jamboard, Padlet, or Google Docs to 
write down their response 
 

Additional resources that may be helpful: 
• A guide to noticing STEM learning 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-noticing-stem-
learning 

• A guide to asking open-ended questions 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-asking-
open-ended-questions  

 
 

 

 

Health, Safety, and Nutrition 
Topic Description of Assignment/Activity Notes for Instructor 

Sequence/Algorithms in 
Cooking and Snacks  

Review resources on foundational computational 
thinking. This blog post: 
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/stem-talkable-2-

When you are covering healthy snacks and 
meals as part of your HSN class, this is a great 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/sites/stemie.fpg.unc.edu/files/Everyday%20STEM%20Talk.pdf
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-noticing-stem-learning
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-noticing-stem-learning
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-asking-open-ended-questions
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-asking-open-ended-questions
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/stem-talkable-2-computational-thinking-in-early-childhood


 

Topic Description of Assignment/Activity Notes for Instructor 

computational-thinking-in-early-childhood and this 
recording: 
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/STEM+talkABLE from 
STEMIE are focused on what computational thinking 
is for young children. Then think about how you can 
use some of this logic with your students during snack 
time, mealtime, and any class cooking activities.  
 
Design a learning activity for students to create a step 
by step sequence to illustrate how to make their 
favorite healthy snack. You will need to be sure that 
the students are able to identify each step in the right 
order. 
 
Example healthy snacks: Celery with nut butter and 
raisins on top, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, 
yogurt with fresh fruit. on top. 
 
Students will submit their plan for helping children 
develop the series of steps in correct order to create 
their favorite snack(s). Include specific adaptations 
(visuals, materials, etc.) to support child engagement 
in the development of the sequence. 
 

opportunity to teach about sequences and 
algorithms.   
 
Additional Resources from STEMIE: 
Computational Thinking Blog Post: 

https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/stem-talkable-2-

computational-thinking-in-early-childhood 

Computational Thinking Podcast: 

https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/STEM+talkABLE 

Additional Resources outside of STEMIE: 

GBH Kids - Supports for preschool educators 

to teach computational thinking 

https://wgbhkids.com/ 

 
 
 

Considering outdoor play 
and diverse natural 
outdoor settings 

Review Outdoor play + Learning = STEM (Free 
registration to access) 
https://events.hubilo.com/stemiefest-
2021/session/87939 to learn why children need to 

This activity can be used in class to catalyze 
discussion or as an online discussion board 
activity. An alternative would be to ask the 
same question but instead of an outdoor 
activity, they could focus on how many 

https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/stem-talkable-2-computational-thinking-in-early-childhood
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/STEM+talkABLE
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/stem-talkable-2-computational-thinking-in-early-childhood
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/stem-talkable-2-computational-thinking-in-early-childhood
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/STEM+talkABLE
https://wgbhkids.com/
https://events.hubilo.com/stemiefest-2021/session/87939
https://events.hubilo.com/stemiefest-2021/session/87939


 

Topic Description of Assignment/Activity Notes for Instructor 

have the opportunity to engage in natural settings 
outdoors.  
 
Have students imagine they are taking a small group 
of toddlers on a nature walk on a beautiful sunny day. 
Give them five minutes to write down the STEM 
concepts they could teach using only the naturally 
occurring materials they find on the walk (e.g., big and 
little with stones, alike and different with leaves, 
shade/sun/shadows), then have each of them share 
back an idea. 

concepts they could teach using the sand or 
water table in the classroom. 

 

Practicum Courses 
Topic Description of Assignment/Activity Notes for Instructor 

Integrative STEM 
Teaching Project 

In practicum settings, students will create a teaching unit 
that centers STEM learning, culturally relevant, and/or 
inclusive pedagogy for young children. Students will 
create an anticipatory web of STEM topics and possible 
questions to explore, lesson plans that address multiple 
domains of learning and demonstrate inclusivity for 
diverse learners, inventory of materials including texts, 
resource list, and a culminating action project that young 
children can engage in to increase STEM content 
knowledge, awareness, and confidence. 
  

Have the students review the blog post on the 
Project Approach and STEM learning for All: 
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/project-
approach-and-stem-learning-for-all  
and read and learn about topic webs: 
https://illinoisearlylearning.org/pa/project-
planning/topicwebs1/  
 
Additional Resources: 
 

https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/project-approach-and-stem-learning-for-all
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/project-approach-and-stem-learning-for-all
https://illinoisearlylearning.org/pa/project-planning/topicwebs1/
https://illinoisearlylearning.org/pa/project-planning/topicwebs1/


 

Students will either record their teaching activity in their 
practicum site or present their activity to their classmates 
during a synchronous session. The activity should be 
about 10 minutes in length and include interactive 
components and supports for all children to engage in the 
STEM learning activity. 
 
 

A Guide to Teaching Practices: 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-teaching-

practices 

A Guide to Adaptations: 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-adaptations   

Project Approach: 
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/project-
approach-and-stem-learning-for-all 

 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-teaching-practices
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-teaching-practices
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-adaptations
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/project-approach-and-stem-learning-for-all
https://stem4ec.ning.com/blog/project-approach-and-stem-learning-for-all


 

STEMIE Resources: 
1. A Guide to Noticing STEM Learning 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-noticing-stem-learning  
2. Resources for Families 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/family-resources  
3. A Guide to Adaptations 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-adaptations 
4. A Guide to Teaching Practices 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-teaching-practices  
5. Storybook Conversations: 

https://rise.articulate.com/share/RNoLFRn02L0ftxfyW-
5ooljAYqdhP3cY#/  
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/storybook-conversations-curated-book-
lists 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/resources?f%5B0%5D=field_resources_for
_families%3A100  

6. General Adaptations for Storybook Conversations 
 https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/dialogic-reading-general-adaptations 

7. A Guide to Asking Open-ended Questions 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-asking-open-ended-questions 

8. Everyday STEM Talk 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/sites/stemie.fpg.unc.edu/files/Everyday%20STE
M%20Talk.pdf 

9. Daily Routines Explorations 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/daily-routine-explorations 

10. STEMIEFest Archives 
See handout for tips on using these archives as mini-lectures 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemiefest2020 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemiefest1  

11. Discovery Play Activities 
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/discovery-play-activities 

12. Exploration Ideas & Adaptations 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-noticing-stem-learning
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/family-resources
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-adaptations
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-teaching-practices
https://rise.articulate.com/share/RNoLFRn02L0ftxfyW-5ooljAYqdhP3cY#/
https://rise.articulate.com/share/RNoLFRn02L0ftxfyW-5ooljAYqdhP3cY#/
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/storybook-conversations-curated-book-lists
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/storybook-conversations-curated-book-lists
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/resources?f%5B0%5D=field_resources_for_families%3A100
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/resources?f%5B0%5D=field_resources_for_families%3A100
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/dialogic-reading-general-adaptations
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/guide-asking-open-ended-questions
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/sites/stemie.fpg.unc.edu/files/Everyday%20STEM%20Talk.pdf
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/sites/stemie.fpg.unc.edu/files/Everyday%20STEM%20Talk.pdf
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/daily-routine-explorations
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemiefest2020
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/stemiefest1
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/discovery-play-activities


 

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/resources?f%5B0%5D=field_resources_for_fam
ilies%3A107  

Useful Partner Resources: 
https://www.earlyscienceinitiative.org  

https://www.ecstemlab.com  

https://dreme.stanford.edu  

  

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/resources?f%5B0%5D=field_resources_for_families%3A107
https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/resources?f%5B0%5D=field_resources_for_families%3A107
https://www.earlyscienceinitiative.org/
https://www.ecstemlab.com/
https://dreme.stanford.edu/
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